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1. Ethical approval

Thank you for providing a statement regarding the approval of your study. For the sake of clarity we would ask that you clarify in this statement whether "ethical" approval was obtained.

We have further described the ethics approval for the present study in the revised version of method section. The state is as follows:

“The study protocol complies with the Declaration of Helsinki and had ethics approval from the institutional review board at the Seoul National University Bundang Hospital (no. B-1304/200-108).”

2. Title page

Please ensure each authors email address is present on the title page along with institutional addresses.

We have reconfirmed the affiliation (and e-mail address) of all authors.

3. Background

In order to comply with our journal formatting style we would ask that you rename the section currently titled "Introduction" so that it reads "Background".

We have changed “Introduction” into “Background”.